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Reality, Healing
The Archbishop of Latvia rallied the major Christian leaders in his nation—Orthodox, Lutheran,
Baptist, Roman Catholic—to stand together for God’s image in humanity and to refuse an effort of
the European Union to legislate ‘gender ideology’ throughout the continent.
Christian efforts appeared to be doomed. But united as one bloc, Christ’s body prevailed and the
legislation was defeated. Little Latvia slayed Goliath.
To do so, all the Church had to do was to assert her truth: there is no such thing as ‘gay
marriage’--the marital union intrinsically involves becoming one-flesh, a physical and spiritual
impossibility in same gender couples. Nor does ‘transgender’ actually exist, as it is a physical and
spiritual impossibility for one to change his or her biological gender. Finally, the Church cannot
mistake the need to defend the dignity of women for defending the ‘gender spectrum’—fifty
‘gender selves’ that are multiplying like fissures upon the cracked image of God in humanity.
Rather, the Church upholds two natures—male and female; she advocates for the dignity of both
genders while inviting people into reality.
The good Archbishop, a good friend and advocate of Living Waters in Latvia, is committed to the
language and pastoral practice of helping people find reality. We cannot concede to unreality,
whether in speech or political advocacy. Only the foundations of reality help wounded persons to
find healing. We uphold reality in order to help persons heal.
On the foundation of the apostles and the prophets, we are committed to becoming living witnesses
of reality—who we actually are and how Jesus helps us to realize those selves through His healing
community. And this is what we did in our most recent trip to the Baltic nations—Latvia and
Lithuania in particular—where we are partnering with the likes of the good Archbishop who is
committed to the Church becoming a fountain of mercy for persons withering in the unreality of the
‘gender spectrum.’
I marveled at one gathering in which we instructed and prayed for eight teams from throughout
Latvia who are committed to welcoming persons from a spectrum of identity brokenness, real
persons who need merciful members of Christ to help them heal, to become who He made them to
be. Reality. Healing.
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